Political sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset once wrote, “Knowledge of Canada or the United States is the best way to gain insight into the other North American country. Nations can be understood only in comparative perspective. And the more similar the units being compared, the more possible it should be to isolate the factors responsible for differences between them. Looking intensively at Canada and the United States sheds light on both of them.”

This course provides an examination of issues of sustainability and social justice in Maritime Canada. We will examine a range of issues including—but not limited to—housing, wind power, organic farming, and restorative justice. In particular, we will consider how working toward sustainable communities facilitates social justice. We will also consider how we, as individuals, both influence and are influenced by such policies. In addition, we will engage in activities such as kayaking and hiking that allow us to consider the impact of tourism/recreation on surrounding communities.
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Dates of Travel:
Tentative
May 24—June 13, 2010

Estimated Cost: $2,500
There is a $250 application fee that is separate from the cost of the course.

Grading: A–F

Hamline Plan: L, o

INCLUDED in the Itinerary
Round-trip airfare, covering all points between: MSP-YHZ
Multi-bedded accommodations
Airport transfers & ground transportation between cities
Museums fees
Welcome & farewell meal

NOT INCLUDED in the Itinerary
Trip cancellation insurance
International Student Identity Card
Meals not included in the itinerary
Cost of individual recreation
Laundry and personal expenses
Telephone/Fax charges

Course limited to:
10 participants

Prerequisites:
None

Required Readings:
TBA

Application deadline:
November 13, 2009

About The Professor:
Melissa Sheridan Embser-Herbert, Ph.D., J.D. teaches Sociology and Social Justice at Hamline University. Her primary area of expertise is gender and sexuality with a particular interest in the relationship between law and public policy and social inequality. Melissa has lived in Germany, traveled throughout several European countries, and Canada, and last directed a study abroad in Amsterdam in 2006.

Prof. Melissa Embser-Herbert
embserherbert@hamline.edu
http://melissasheridanembserherbert.efoliomn2.com